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The distributed resource allocation problem is a well known fundamental problem in distributed systems. Many solutions which avoid the deadlock and starvation have been developed. With the progress of computer networks, however, distributed cooperative group
activities in a network environment have been increasing, so that several groups may compete
for some resources in the network environment and deadlock among groups and starvation
of a group may happen. Since previous allocation models are mainly for representation of
competition for resources among processes, they cannot reflect clearly the competition for resources among groups of processes. Moreover, though the previous solutions to the distributed
resource allocation problem can avoid the deadlock and starvation, they cannot deal with the
deadlock among groups and starvation of a group. In this paper, we present a new model
which described explicitly the competition for resources among process groups which may
share common processes, and a definition of “Distributed Allocation of Resources to process
Group” (DARG) under the model. A solution to DARG is also proposed by extending an
acyclic graph approach to the dining philosopher problem. Our solution allocates resources to
groups of processes with deadlock among groups and starvation of a group never happening.
In addition, our algorithm guarantees that more than one group work mutual exclusively, if
a common process belongs to these groups.

called starvation. Both of them are important
problems in development of distributed systems. Many distributed algorithms for avoiding them have been developed. Some examples
of them are the methods which employ techniques such as time stamps 6),9),10) , acyclic directed graph 1) , and coterie 6) , etc.
On the other hand, with the progress of computer networks, many cooperative activities of
groups exist in a network environment. If
these groups’ activities are performed around
the same period of time, these groups may compete for resources of the network. In such a
case, the deadlock among groups and/or starvation of a group may happen.
For example, there are 5 groups ga , gb , gc , gd ,
and ge consisting of {p1 , p2 }, {p4 , p5 }, {p3 , p6 },
{p7 , p8 }, and {p7 , p9 }, respectively as shown in
Fig. 1. A process may be an agent, a human,
an object, or a UNIX process depending on different applications. The members of a group
may be resident at diﬀerent sites far from each
other.
Processes in diﬀerent groups may be geographically close to each other and compete for
resources. In the example, p1 and p6 compete

1. Introduction
A well known fundamental problem in distributed systems is the resource allocation problem, which could be brieﬂy summarized as follows.
In a distributed system, there are a set of
processes and a set of resources. Every process
requires a subset of the resources and has to
acquire all required resources for the process to
perform its task. Every resource can be allocated to at most one process at a time. That
is, the processes which require a resource have
to access the resource mutual exclusively 1) .
There are many variations of and extensions
to the resource allocation problem. For example, Refs. 9) and 10) proposed the k-out of-M
model which requires arbitrary k instances from
M instances of a resource, and Refs. 5) and 9)
gave the models which consider the types of resources.
When we consider the solution the resource
allocation problem, the states in which no process can use resources and some process can
never use resources have to be avoided. The
former is called deadlock and the latter is
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for r1 , p2 and p4 compete for r2 , p3 and p5 compete for r3 , and p8 and p9 compete for r5 .
To make the story more realistic, suppose every group wants to hold a group meeting around
the same time, they compete for meeting rooms
equipped with high quality presentation tools
such as shared white board, screens and cameras for eye contact, and so on. Since the meeting rooms are limited, allocation of rooms to
groups is important. Careless allocation, such
as r1 to p1 , r2 to p4 , and r3 to p3 , may lead
to none of ga , gb , and gc can hold its meeting,
even some process may acquire the access privilege to some room, no group meeting can be
held, since other members of the group cannot
acquire meeting rooms.
Notice there is process p7 belonging to both
groups gd and ge . However, p7 can participate
in only one group’s meeting at a time. We have
to consider such a situation, to arrange a meeting time satisfying the condition, while we allocate the meeting rooms to groups. Careless arrangement may also lead to a deadlock among
groups. For example, if allocating r5 to p9 , but
arranging p7 to attend the meeting of gd , both
the meetings cannot be held.
Previous resource allocation model and its
variations and extensions could not reﬂect the
relations among groups explicitly, and did not
give the deﬁnition of deadlock among groups
and starvation of a group. Moreover, previous
algorithms could only deal with the deadlock
among processes and starvation of a process,
but not deadlock among groups and starvation
of a group. Our previous works 14)∼16) did not
consider the situations where a process may belong to more than one group and participate in
only one group’s activity at a time. Thus the
application possibility was restricted.
In this paper, we include a situation, in which
some process may be shared by several groups,
into our model which is an abstraction of many
real applications. Figure 2 shows an example of a game application, which is a simpliﬁed

B
Fig. 2

An example of bandwidth sharing.

version of the example 17) . The master delivers information related to the game contents
to player A and B. Each player of A and B
in turn sends update information to the master alternately, when taking an action. For
sending update information from the player A
(or player B) back to the master, both the
player A and the master (or the player B and
the master) have to reserve enough bandwidth,
say 1.5 Mbits/s in the example. That means a
group, consisting of the player A and the master
(or the player B and the master), has to acquire
all required resources which may be competed
for with other applications.
The two groups has a common member, i.e.,
the master. To save the network resources,
bandwidth sharing technique is employed 17) .
Two streams from the player A to the master and from the player B to the master share
bandwidth. Support the bandwidth assigned to
(reserved by) the master, player A, and player
B is 1.5 Mbits/s, respectively. The master participate in the two groups alternately, i.e., it
receives information from A and B alternately.
It cannot receive the information from the two
players at the same time, since that will require
2 × 1.5 Mbits/s by the master. In most of cases,
A and B will play the game in turn, and reserving 2 × 1.5 Mbits/s for the master is a waste of
resource.
Figure 3 illustrates another example regarding cooperative development of software systems, where four project teams Ta , Tb , Tc , and
Td exist.
Each team consists of some members. In a
team, every member basically works individually, e.g., coding a part of a program. Members in the team work cooperatively in an asynchronous way. In other words, everyone may
work on his/her own part in a diﬀerent time.
However, besides individual works, the members of a team have to discuss simultaneously
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with one another by using a shared working
space, once (or several times) a day. In order for
a team to construct the shared working space,
every member of the team has to acquire a certain amount of memory and network resource
which may be competed for by other processes
of other applications.
Because p2 belonging to Tb is resident in a location close to p1 of Ta , they may compete for
network resource for sending out their data to
other members of their teams, if the network resource is being used by many other applications
and the network traﬃc load around the location
is very high, it is possible that the two streams
cannot send their data at the same time. Similarly p4 and p5 may compete for network resources.
Suppose a skillful person p3 belongs to teams
Tb and Tc , since p3 ’s specialty is needed by both
teams. p3 cannot attend the discussion of both
teams at the same time, since p3 wants to concentrate on one work at a time. The certain
amount of memory assigned to p3 is used for
team Tb or Tc at a time. When p3 ﬁnishes (suspends) the discussion with a team, the content
of the memory will be written on a disk, so
that the memory can be used for another team.
Similar thing is true for another person p7 , who
belongs to teams Ta and Td .
Suppose the four groups have to discuss once
(or several times) a day. There is a high possibility that those groups arrange the discussions
around the same time. When we consider to

allocate network resources to p1 , p2 , p4 and p5 ,
we also have to take p3 and p7 into account,
otherwise deadlock among groups may happen.
For example, if we let p2 use the network resource after p1 ﬁnishes using, and p5 use the
network resource after p4 ﬁnishes using, and we
further assume that p3 is arranged to attend
the discussion of Tb ﬁrst and p7 is arranged to
attend the discussion of Td ﬁrst, no group can
have their discussion, since every group is lack
of a member to participate or network resources
for sending out data.
In order to solve the new problem, we ﬁrstly
represent clearly the relation among groups of
processes, and then deﬁne the deadlock among
groups and starvation of a group explicitly. In
addition, we propose a solution which guarantees that deadlock among groups and starvation of a group never happen, based on an extension of acyclic graph approach. Finally, the
message complexity of the proposed algorithm
is analyzed. For a group to acquire all required
resources, O(m + n2 ) messages are necessary,
where m is the number of processes which may
compete for some resources with any process of
the group, and n is the number of processes of
the group.
Recently, mutual exclusion method considering the relations of inter-groups and intra-group
attracts some researchers’ attention, and an algorithm for resolving the resource competition
by using K logical ring was proposed 11) . However, in the model, for every group, a resource
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is competed for by all processes in the group,
which cannot be applied to the situation where
every process in a group has to be ensured to
acquire its required resources at the same time,
and do their cooperative group work together.
So far, there is no such model as ours, which
deals with that a set of processes in a group
compete for resources with other groups, and
acquire all required resources for them to do
their cooperative group work.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows.
In Section 2, our resource allocation model and
the deﬁnition of DARG are given. In Section 3,
we propose our new solution to DARG. Section
4 discusses the message complexity of the algorithm. A variation of the algorithm is presented
in Section 5. Section 6 concludes the paper.
2. Model and Problem
Definition 1 (Resource Allocation Model)
The resource allocation model is represented
by a tuple (B, F ). B = (V, E) is a bipartite
graph, where V = P ∪ R is a set of nodes consisting of a set of processes denoted with P =
{p1 , p2 , · · · , pi , · · · pn } and a set of resources denoted with R = {r1 , r2 , · · · , rj , · · · , rm }. E is
a set of edges e = (pi , rj ) between pi and rj .
F is a family of subsets of processes which belong to P. That is F = {g1 , g2 , · · · , gk , · · · , gh },
where gk ⊆ P. gk is called “process group” or
“group”.
If a process may require a resource, there is
an edge between them in B. We also say the
process is adjacent to the resource. Each process is adjacent to one or more resources. The
set of resources, to which a process pi is adjacent, is denoted with Ri ⊆ R. The set of processes, which requires a resource rj , is denoted
with Pj ⊆ P. If Ri1 ∩ Ri2 = {}, two processes
pi1 and pi2 are said to be in competition. In
other words, there is a resource rj , such that
pi1 ∈ Pj and pi2 ∈ Pj . The set of processes, the
set of resources, the adjacent relation between
processes and resources, and the set of groups
don’t change dynamically during an execution
of our algorithm.
The following properties have to be guaranteed when allocating resources to processes of
groups.
(1) Each process has to acquire all resources
adjacent to it.
(2) A resource can be allocated to only one
process at a time.
(3) In order for a group to perform their
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group cooperative work, the group has to acquire all resources adjacent to the group (all
resources adjacent to any process in the group).
(4) Two or more groups cannot work at the
same time, if they share any common process
(i.e., the process belongs to these groups).
Remark 1 The conditions (1) and (3) could
be relaxed to a more general model, since in
some applications, that a part of processes acquire a part of required resources is enough for
a group to perform its group work.
Definition 2 (Deadlock, Starvation, Group
Deadlock, and Group Starvation)
Deadlock means that no process can acquire all
resources adjacent to it.
Group Deadlock (deadlock among groups)
means that there is no group such that every
process of the group can acquire all resources
adjacent to it.
Starvation means that there is some process
that never acquire all resources adjacent to it
at the same time.
Group Starvation (starvation of a group) means
that there is some group such that some process
of the group never acquire all resources adjacent
to it at the same time.
Assumption 1 We assume that processes belonging to the same group do not compete for
any resource. That is because if they compete
for a resource, not all processes in the group
can acquire their required resources at the same
time. That means it is impossible to solve the
problem with group starvation free.
However, the assumption could be removed
under the relaxed condition mentioned in remark 1.
Definition 3 (Distributed Problem DARG)
The problem DARG (Distributed Allocation of
Resources to process Groups) is how to devise
an algorithm which allocates the resources to
the processes in the above model without group
deadlock, group starvation, deadlock, and starvation under the above assumption.
Initially, each process knows its own identiﬁer, the identiﬁers of groups to which the process belongs, identiﬁers of all processes in these
groups, identiﬁers of the processes which compete for some resource(s) with it. We assume
that a total order among group identiﬁers denoted with integers is predeﬁned. Similarly, another total order among process identiﬁers is
predeﬁned also.
As output, each process in a group acquires
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all required resources and begins to work by using these resources, with Deadlock, Starvation,
Group Deadlock, and Group Starvation never
happening.
Assumption 2 (Underlying Network)
In this paper, we consider that the resource allocation model will be implemented in a network environment. A process is mapped to a
site of the network. Each pair of processes in
the same group are connected with a communication channel. In addition to these channels,
there is a communication channel between each
pair of processes which are in competition.
Each process executes the same algorithm,
which consists of sending massages on incident
edges, waiting for incoming messages, and processing them. Messages are transmitted independently in both directions in a communication channel, and arrive after a ﬁnite but unpredictable delay, without errors and in FIFO
order.
Each process has 3 states: thinking, hungry,
and acquired similar to the 3 states of a
philosopher in dining philosophers problem. In
thinking state, the process does not require any
resource. A process spontaneously makes transition from thinking to hungry state in ﬁnite
time. “Spontaneously” means that the transition is not dependent on other processes, but
the process itself. Generally, some input from
a user or an application of the process initiates
the transition. In hungry state, the process
requires all resources adjacent to it. When all
resources required by a process are acquired, its
state is changed to acquired. Though a process
in acquired state can access the resources, in
order to use these resources for group work, the
process may have to wait for other processes in
the group, due to the properties (3) and (4) in
Deﬁnition 1.
3. The Distributed Algorithm
3.1 Review of the Techniques of Previous Works
The traditional distributed resource allocation without considering competition among
groups can be described as the distributed dining philosophers problem, illustrated by a connected undirected graph, in which a vertex (a
process) represents a philosopher, and an edge
represents a fork between the pair of processes
that compete for a set of resources.
A famous solution for distributed dining
philosophers problem is based on an acyclic
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directed graph technique 1),2) . The technique
points of the approach are summarized below.
We assume that readers are familiar with the
traditional dining philosopher problem. We use
the terms such, thinking, hungry, eating, fork,
etc. as in the problem without explanation.
(1) An arc (pi , pj ) oriented away from pi to
pj means that pj has the privilege to use the
fork competed by the two processes.
(2) Initially, the direction of every arc is arranged such that the directed graph formed by
the arcs are acyclic, so that there is at least a
sink vertex (philosopher), which holds all privileges of forks incident to it and is able to acquire
all required forks in order to eat.
(3) After eating, the philosopher reverses all
incident arcs simultaneously. So that the directed graph is still acyclic and some other vertex becomes sink.
For example, 3 processes compete for 3 forks
as shown in Fig. 4 (a). Initially, p1 is a sink,
and eventually can acquire all required forks
and use them. Then it reverses the arcs, see
Fig. 4 (b), so that p2 can acquire all required
forks. The same will happen to p3 .
3.2 Some Technique Points of our Previous Solution
We extended the traditional resource allocation problem to the distributed resource allocation problem among process groups, where all
processes of a group have to acquire all required
resources in order to perform their cooperative
works by using the resources, assuming there
is no more than one group shares a common
process 14),15) .
A solution for the extended problem was also
based on the acyclic graph approach. However,
the above technique points are not enough to
solve the extended problem. For example, in
Fig. 5 (a), the graph is acyclic, but still a deadlock among groups happens, since there is no
such a group that all processes in the group
can acquire all required resources.
One reason of the group deadlock is because
the arcs between ga and gb are inconsistent.
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Namely, arc from p3 to p1 is oriented away from
gb to ga , but arc from p2 to p4 is in the opposite direction. Therefore, ga and gb may never
acquire all resources required. Even though the
direction of the arc from p3 to p1 is reversed to
remove the inconsistency, as shown in Fig. 5 (b),
still group deadlock exists, since no group of
ga , gb , and gc can acquire all resources adjacent to the group. This is because for every
group, some arc of a process belonging to the
group is directed to a process of another group,
which means the group doesn’t hold all privileges. If reversing the arc from p2 to p4 in
Fig. 5 (a), the deadlock is avoided, because all
processes p1 and p2 can acquired all required
resources (see Fig. 5 (c)).
Therefore in additional to above technique
points, the following are required.
(4) All arcs between a pair of groups have
to be oriented away from a group to another
group.
(5) If all arcs between a pair of groups are
considered as an meta-arc and a group as
a meta-vertex, we obtain a meta-graph (see
Fig. 5 (d)).
The meta-graph should be kept to be acyclic
to guarantee group deadlock and group starvation.
3.3 Basic Ideas of the Solution in this
Paper
In this paper, we consider DARG under a
more general model, in which a process may belong to more than one group, compared to the
model in Refs. 14) and 15). The above techniques (4) and (5) don’t work in the generalized model. For example, in Fig. 6, if all arcs
are oriented away from group gc to ga , it is not
true for gb and gd . It is impossible for every pair
of the groups to satisfy (4), whatever the initial
directions of the arcs are set. The example tells
us that we need more tricky and elegant control

method for the generalized problem.
In order to solve the problem, in the rest part
of this subsection, we ﬁrst introduce some new
variables used by a process which belongs to
more than one group. The values of these variables reﬂect which group has privilege to use the
process and resource adjacent to the process.
Based on the variables, we present 3 conditions
which should be set initially and maintained
during the execution of the algorithm, to guarantee group deadlock-free and group starvationfree. Also we outline how to maintain the conditions.
3.3.1 Variables
(1) Let Gi ⊆ F be a set of groups, to each of
which pi belongs, and |Gi | = q. Every process
pi belonging to q > 1 groups holds a q × q array
l
Aq . An element xig
igk (gk = gl ) of Aq is a boolean
l
variable, where gk , gl , ∈ Gi . xig
igk = 1 (hereafter
we use 1 and 0 to represent the boolean values true and false) means that pi would like
to participate in the group work of gk but not
gl . In other words, gk holds the privilege to use
igl
k
pi . xig
igl = ¬xigk holds always. For the case of
l
gk = gl , xig
igk = null.
In order for pi to participate in activity of
l
group gk , ∀gl ∈ Gi , xig
igk must be equal to 1.
l
After pi ﬁnishes gk ’s activity, xig
igk is set to 0
igk
and xigl is set to 1.
Intuitively, a process belonging to q > 1
groups could be represented with q copies, each
of which belongs to a diﬀerent group, and there
is an arc between every pair of the copies,
as shown in Fig. 7. The variables described
above could be considered as an implementation method of the arcs.
Remark 2 It seems to be redundant that i
is used in both the subscript and superscript
k
of xig
igl . However, it is for specifying variables
in an uniform manner, which is convenient to
specify the conditions of the algorithm. (See
the latter part of the section.)
(2) In the solution for the dining philosophers
problem 1),2) , an arc between a pair of pro-
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cesses (pi , pj ) could be implemented by a pair
of boolean variables xji and xij held by pi and
pj , respectively, under the condition xji = ¬xij .
In this paper, if pi and pj belongs to q and r
groups respectively, pi holds a q × r array Aqr
and pj holds a r × q array Arq of variables, for
l
the edge (fork) between pi and pj . Element xjg
igk
igk
in Aqr is equal to ¬xjgl in Arq .
Intuitively, pi and pj are split into q and r
copies, respectively. These copies are connected
by a directed complete bipartite graph. These
variables are an implementation method of the
directed arcs as shown in Fig. 8.
3.3.2 Conditions
In order to guarantee mutual exclusion, group
deadlock and starvation freedom, the following
three conditions have to be satisﬁed.
∀i, j ∈ P, gk , gl ∈ F s. t. gk = gl ,
 


igk
jgl
igk
l
∨
¬x
xjg
∧
¬x
∧
x
igk
jgl
igk
jgl = 1 (1)
The condition is for the mutual exclusion
property. That means, when i = j, no two
processes use the same fork at the same time,
and when i = j, no two groups sharing a common process perform their group tasks at the
same time. Intuitively, the arc between two
processes pi and pj is directed from pi to pj
or vice versa. Also, the arc between two copies
pi (gk ) and pi (gl ) of process pi = pj is directed
from pi (gk ) to pi (gl ) or vice versa.
∃gk , gl ∈ F, s.t. gk = gl ,
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The condition is for the mutual exclusion between two groups. All privileges should be held
by one group to guarantee group starvationfreedom. Intuitively, all arcs between gk and gl
should be directed from gk to gl or vice versa.
If processes pi ∈ gk and pj ∈ gl compete for
a resource or gk and gl share a common process, we say group gk and gl are adjacent. A
path among groups is deﬁned as a sequence of
distinct groups g1 , g2 , · · · , gs , such that gh+1 is
adjacent to gh , where 1 ≤ h < s. A circuit of
groups is deﬁned as a closed path such that all
groups are distinct except g1 = gs .
For any circuit of groups, g1 , g2 , · · · , gs ,




xji 1gl1 





∀i1 ,j1 ,l1 =g2 or gs−1


∀i2 ,j2 ,l2 =g3 or g1

1 1



xji22gl22 



···

js−1 ls−1 
xis−1
gs−1

=1

∀is−1 ,js−1 ,ls−1 =gs or gs−2

(3)
The condition is for group deadlock-free.
That means, for any circuit of groups at least
there exists one group, whose variables related
with the groups of the circuit are equal to 1.
Intuitively, taking group as a node, the graph
formed by the groups are acyclic. Thus there
must be at least a group gk which is a sink in
l
the graph, such that all its variables xjg
 = 1.
igk
3.3.3 Outline of the Methods for
Maintaining the Conditions
Assuming that every group has a unique
identiﬁer represented by an integer, a simple
method could be used to set the initial values
of the variables such that all the above three
conditions are satisﬁed.
igk
l
For the pair of variables xig
igk and xigl , held
igk
l
by process pi , pi sets xig
igk = 1 and xigl = 0, if
id(gk ) < id(gl ), where id(gk ) and id(gl ) denote
the identiﬁers of gk and gl , respectively.
igk
l
For the pair of variables xjg
igk and xjgl held by
diﬀerent processes pi and pj belonging to diﬀerent groups, pi and pj send their group identiﬁers
to each other, and then the one holds smaller
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group identiﬁer sets its corresponding variables
to 1, another one sets its corresponding variables to 0.
The above three conditions are maintained
during an execution of the algorithm (see the algorithm for detail). The basic points are as follows. After a group gk such that all its variables
l
xjg
igk are equal to 1 uses its resources, the privileges of using the resources should be transfered
l
to adjacent groups. In other words, xjg
igk should
igk
be set to 0, and xjgl should be set to 1. Here
gk = gl , i may (or may not) be equal to j. If
igk
l
i = j, xjg
igk and xjgl are held by the same process pi . Thus they can be set by pi . If i = j,
igk
l
xjg
igk and xjgl are held by pi and pj respectively.
l
Variable xjg
igk is set to 0 by pi , and a turn(gk )
message is sent to pj ∈ gl by pi . On receiving
k
the message, pj sets its variable xig
jgl = 1. During the transmission of the message, variables
igk
l
xjg
igk and xjgl may be both equal to 0, but they
will never be 1 at the same time, which guarantees the mutual exclusive access to resources.
After group gk ﬁnishes using the resources,
though it transfers the privileges to adjacent
groups, it does not release the resources at once.
It will release them only on request of other
processes as in the solution for the distributed
dining philosophers problem 2) . If other adjacent groups don’t require the resources, i.e., the
processes of these groups are in thinking state,
the former group may use again the resources
if it makes transition from thinking to hungry
again.
To represent which one of pi and pj competing for a resource (fork) holds the fork, a variable yij is employed. The fork competed for by
pi and pj can be initially held by any one of pi
and pj . We use a variable yij = 1 to represent
pi holds the fork. Obviously, yji = ¬yij .
A group of processes will use the resources,
l
only when all xjg
igk = 1 and all its processes
acquire all their required resources. To check
if the condition is satisﬁed, communication
among processes in the group is needed. Inform messages are employed for the purpose.
3.4 An Example
We show how our algorithm works for an
example where 4 processes belonging to 4
groups compete for two resources as shown in
Fig. 9 (a).
We assume that the order on group identiﬁers
is deﬁned as id(ga ) < id(gb ) < id(gc ) < id(gd ).
For simplicity, we use a, b, c, and d to represent
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1
1

ga

2

2
1
g

gd
4

b
3

gc

2

gd

g

4

3
gc

4
(a)

An example of the algorithm.

Table 1

gb
x1a
3b = 0
x3c
3b = 1
x1d
3b = 1

3

(b)

Fig. 9

ga
x3b
1a = 1
x3c
1a = 1
x1d
1a = 1

b

p1

p3

Initial values of the variables.
gd
x1a
1d = 0
x3b
1d = 0
x3c
1d = 0

ga
x2b
2a = 1
x4c
2a = 1
x4d
2a = 1

gc
x1a
3c = 0
x3b
3c = 0
x1d
3c = 1

gc
x2a
4c = 0
x2b
4c = 0
x4d
4c = 1

p2

p4

gb
x2a
2b = 0
x4c
2b = 1
x4d
2b = 1
gd
x2a
4d = 0
x2b
4d = 0
x4c
4d = 0

the identiﬁers of groups.
l
Every process holds variables xjg
igk as shown
in Table 1, where the identiﬁers of processes
i, j ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} and the identiﬁers of groups
gk , gl ∈ {a, b, c, d}. These variables are initiated
to 1 or 0, with the method mentioned in Section 3.1. The initial state could be represented
by a directed graph shown in Fig.9 (b).
Whatever the value yij is, i.e., whichever process of pi and pj holds the fork, since all variables of p1 and p2 in group ga are equal to 1,
2b
3b
3c
4c
i.e. x1d
1a = 1, x2a = 1, x1a = 1, x1a = 1, x2a = 1,
4d
and x2a = 1, p1 and p2 will not send forks on receiving request messages, until they acquire all
required resources, and ﬁnish performing their
group work using the resources. In other words,
p1 and p2 will eventually acquire all required resources, send an inform message to each other,
and access the resources. After that, p1 and p2
jgl
l
ia
set xig
ia = 0, xia = 0, and xigl = 1. Also, p1
and p2 send a turn(a) message to p3 and p4 ,
respectively.
The variables xia
jgl will be set to 1 by p3 and
p4 , on receiving turn(a). See Table 2 for the
change of the values of the variables.
From Table 2, all variables of p2 and p3 in
group gb are equal to 1. Therefore, p2 and p3
will eventually acquire all required resources,
send an inform message to each other, and access the resources. After that, p2 and p3 set
jgl
l
ib
xig
ib = 0, xib = 0, and xigl = 1. Also, p2 and
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Table 2

Values of the variables after ga is executed.

ga
x3b
1a = 0
x3c
1a = 0
x1d
1a = 0
gb
x1a
3b = 1
x3c
3b = 1
x1d
3b = 1
Table 3

gb
x1a
3b = 0
x3c
3b = 0
x1d
3b = 0

ga
x2b
2a = 0
x4c
2a = 0
x4d
2a = 0

gc
x1a
3c = 1
x3b
3c = 0
x1d
3c = 1

gc
x2a
4c = 1
x2b
4c = 0
x4d
4c = 1

p2

p4

gb
x2a
2b = 1
x4c
2b = 1
x4d
2b = 1
gd
x2a
4d = 1
x2b
4d = 0
x4c
4d = 0

p1

p3

gd
x1a
1d = 1
x3b
1d = 1
x3c
1d = 0

ga
x2b
2a = 1
x4c
2a = 0
x4d
2a = 0

gc
x1a
3c = 1
x3b
3c = 1
x1d
3c = 1

gc
x2a
4c = 1
x2b
4c = 1
x4d
4c = 1

p2

p4

gb
x2a
2b = 0
x4c
2b = 0
x4d
2b = 0
gd
x2a
4d = 1
x2b
4d = 1
x4c
4d = 0

Values of the variables after gc is executed.

ga
x3b
1a = 1
x3c
1a = 1
x1d
1a = 0
gb
x1a
3b = 0
x3c
3b = 1
x1d
3b = 0
Table 5

p3

gd
x1a
1d = 1
x3b
1d = 0
x3c
1d = 0

Values of the variables after gb is executed.

ga
x3b
1a = 1
x3c
1a = 0
x1d
1a = 0

Table 4

p1

p1

p3

gd
x1a
1d = 1
x3b
1d = 1
x3c
1d = 1

ga
x2b
2a = 1
x4c
2a = 1
x4d
2a = 0

gc
x1a
3c = 0
x3b
3c = 0
x1d
3c = 0

gc
x2a
4c = 0
x2b
4c = 0
x4d
4c = 0

p2

p4

gb
x2a
2b = 0
x4c
2b = 1
x4d
2b = 0
gd
=1
=1
=1

x2a
4d
x2b
4d
x4c
4d

Values of the variables after gd is executed.

ga
x3b
1a = 1
x3c
1a = 1
x1d
1a = 1
gb
x1a
3b = 0
x3c
3b = 1
x1d
3b = 1

p1

p3

gd
x1a
1d = 0
x3b
1d = 0
x3c
1d = 0

ga
x2b
2a = 1
x4c
2a = 1
x4d
2a = 1

gc
x1a
3c = 0
x3b
3c = 0
x1d
3c = 1

gc
x2a
4c = 0
x2b
4c = 0
x4d
4c = 1

p2

p4

gb
x2a
2b = 0
x4c
2b = 1
x4d
2b = 1
gd
x2a
4d = 0
x2b
4d = 0
x4c
4d = 0

p3 send a turn(b) message to p4 and p1 , respectively.
The further change of values of variable in
each process during the execution is shown in
Tables 3, 4, and 5. Readers can trace in the
same way as described above.
Notice the Table 5 is same as the Table 1,
which means the state of the system returns to
the initial one. So the above execution steps
will be repeated.
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4. Correctness and Complexity of the
Algorithm
4.1 Correctness
Theorem 1 Mutual exclusive access to every
resource is preserved.
Proof. When a resource is competed for
by a pair of processes pi and pj , a pair of variables yij and yji are used by pi and pj respectively. Initially, only one of the two variables is
set to true. Another is set to false. The process with its variable being false cannot access
the resource. Without loss of generality, let’s
assume yij = true and yji = false . Then, pj
with its variable being false cannot access the
resource and will send a request message to pi .
On receiving the request message, pi will set yij
to false and send a fork message to pj immediately, or postpone the setting and sending fork
until it ﬁnishes using the resource. After receiving the fork message, pj sets yji to true. Before
receiving the fork message, both of the variables
may be false. But both variables never become
true at the same time. Therefore, mutual exclusive access to the resource is preserved, since
a process can access the resource, only when its
variable becomes true.
✷
Lemma 1 Condition (3) in Section 3.3.2 is
preserved by the algorithm.
Proof. A unique group identiﬁer is assigned to every group, and a total order is deﬁned over the identiﬁers of all groups. The variigk
l
ables xjg
igk and xjgl are initialized according to
the identiﬁers, such that the group with smaller
identiﬁer holds the privilege. Therefore, for every circuit, Condition (3) is satisﬁed. Consequently, there is at least a group gk such that
l
all variables xjg
igk are equal to 1. The one with
the smallest group identiﬁer of all groups is such
a group.
In addition, when gk ﬁnishes its task and
igk
l
variables xjg
igk and variables xjgl are changed
to 0 and to 1 respectively, Condition (3) are still
preserved. This can be shown by the following
case analysis.
(1) If in a circuit of groups g1 , g2 ,· · ·, gk ,
· · ·, gk , · · ·, gs−1 , gs (= g1 ), there is another gk
besides gk , such that




xjikkglkk  = 1,
∀ik ,jk ,lk =gk+1 or gk−1
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l
Condition (3) still holds, even all xjg
igk
to 0.
(2) Suppose that in a circuit of
g1 , g2 , · · · , gk , · · · , gs−1 , gs (= g1 ) there
a group gk such that all variables of
jg
equal to 1, then variables xigkk+1 =

are set
groups
is only
gk are
0 and

jg

xigkk−1 = 0. However, at least for one group
of gk +1 and gk −1 adjacent to gk , variables
jg  +2
jg  −2
or xigkk −1
should be 1, otherwise, there
xigkk +1
will be another gk as in Case (1) since the cirl
cuit is acyclic originally. When variables xjg
igk
jgk
jgk
are changed to 0, variables xigk +1 and xigk −1
will 
be changed to 1. Thus,





∀ik ,jk ,lk =gk or gk +2






∀ik ,jk ,lk =gk or gk −2

xjikkglkk +1  = 1 or

xjikkglkk −1 

= 1.

That means Condition (3) is preserved.

✷

Lemma 2 A group gk such that all variables
l
xjg
igk = 1 will eventually execute its task.
l
Proof. In the case i = j, xjg
igk = 1 means
process pi will participate in gk rather than gl .
l
In the case i = j, xjg
igk = 1 means process pi
holds the privilege to use the resource competed
for by pi and pj .
If pi is hungry and has held the resource,
i.e., yij = 1, it will not release the resource,
until it ﬁnishes using the resource, even on receiving a request from pj , since the condition
“not hungryi or not ∃gk ∈ Gi , ∀gl ∈ Gj , s.t.
l
xjg
igk ” is not satisﬁed, i.e., hungryi = 1 and
l
∃gk ∈ Gi , ∀gl ∈ Gj , s.t. xjg
igk = 1 (see the part
of algorithm for receipt of request messages).
If pj holds the resource, i.e., yji = 1, on receiving a request message from pi , pj will response the request and send f ork immediately,
since the condition “not ∃gl ∈ Gj , ∀gk ∈ Gi ,
k
s.t. xig
jgl ” of the algorithm for pj is satisﬁed.
Therefore, gk will acquire all required resources and executed its task.
✷
Theorem 2 Group deadlock never happen.
Proof. By Lemma 1, during an execution
of the algorithm, there is always at least a group
l
gk such that all its variables xjg
igk are equal to
1. By Lemma 2, such a group will eventually
execute its task. Therefore, the group deadlock
never happen.
✷
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Notation 1 (Depth of a Group)
We call a group sink group if values of all its
variables are equal to 1 . The depth of a sink
group is deﬁned as 0. Due to Condition (3),
for every group, say g1 , there is a ﬁnite length
directed path g1 , g2 , · · · , gk · · · , gs from g1 to a
jg
sink group gs , such that xigkk+1 = 0 (1 ≤ k ≤
s−1). The length of the longest path of a group
(out of all paths from the group) is called the
depth of the group.
✷
l
Lemma 3 If xjg
igk = 0, the depth of gk is
greater than that of gl .
Proof.
Suppose the longest path of
gl is gl , gl+1 , · · · , gk · · · , gs from gl to a sink
group gs and the depth of group gl is dl .
l
= 0, there is a path
Because of xjg
igk
gk , gl , gl+1 , · · · , gk · · · , gs from gk to gs and the
length of the path is dl + 1. So the depth of gk
is not less than dl + 1, due to the the deﬁnition
of depth of a group.
✷

Theorem 3 Group starvation will never happen.
Proof. From the deﬁnition of depth of a
group and Lemma 2, a group whose depth is
0 will eventually acquire all required resources
and execute its task.
In the following, we show inductively that the
depth of every group will eventually becomes 0.
(1) The depth of a group gk , whose current
depth is 1, will eventually change to 0.
l
Variables xjg
igk of gk , whose current depth is
1, is equal to 0, only if the depth of gl is 0.
jg
Otherwise, xigkl = 1.
Since group gl whose current depth is 0 will
eventually acquire all resources, execute its
task, and send a turn message to gk , variables
l
xjg
igk will eventually be set to 1, i.e., all gk ’s variables becomes 1. That means the depth of gk
becomes 0.
(2) Suppose the depth of group, whose current depth is less than k, will eventually become
0, we show the depth of a group whose current
depth is k will eventually become 0.
l
Variables xjg
igk of a group gk , whose current
depth of is k, is equal to 0, only if the depth of
jg
gl is less than k. Otherwise, xigkl = 1, (where
the depth of gl is not less than k).
By the assumption of the induction, every
group gl whose current depth is less than k
will eventually acquire all resources, execute its
l
task, variables xjg
igk will eventually be set to 1,
i.e., all gk ’s variables becomes 1. That means
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the depth of gk becomes 0.
✷
4.2 Message Complexity
To compute the complexity of the algorithm,
we denote the number of processes which may
compete for a resource with pi by ρi .
Pj − 1 = |N eigi |

ρi =
rj ∈Ri

Namely, ρi is the number of processes which are
adjacent to any of resources required by pi .
Let n = |gk |, and m be the number of processes which may compete for any resource with
any process in group gk . That is,

ρi .
m=
pi ∈gk

The maximum number of messages (the worst
case complexity) which are needed in our algorithm for a group gk to work once is computed
below.
For a group gk to work once, a request message is sent by every pi ∈ gk to every pj ∈ N eigi
which may compete for some resources with pi ,
a fork message is sent back by pj ∈ N eigi to
pi ∈ gk , an inform message is sent by every
pi ∈ gk to every ph ∈ gk except pi itself, and a
turn message is sent by every pi ∈ gk to every
pj ∈ N eigi .
Thus, the total messages is:



pi ∈gk ρi +
pi ∈gk ρi +
pi ∈gk (n − 1)+

ρ
=
3m
+
n(n
− 1).
pi ∈gk i
The message complexity is O(m + n2 ).
5. A Variation
In the algorithm presented in Section 3, we
assume that processes become hungry, independently. That is, a process is independent
of other processes to change its state from
thinking to hungry. However, in some applications, a group of processes become hungry
in the same time, in order to carry a group
work. Therefore, it is necessary to deal with
the situation of group hungry. For example,
let’s suppose that group ga and gc are planing
to have a group meeting, but neither gb nor gd
do, in Fig. 6. Though all processes of p1 , p2 , p3 ,
and p4 become hungry and acquire all required
resources, gb and gd should not work, because
they are not hungry as a group.
A variation of algorithm is given below to deal
with such kind of applications. In addition to
the variable hungryi , for every gk ∈ Gi , pi holds
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a variable hungryik which will be set to true
by the application program or the user of pi .
After a hungry process pi acquires all required
resources, it will send an inform message to all
processes in one hungry group ga ∈ Gi which
has the most privileges in all hungry groups,
where we say gk has more privileges than gl ,
l
if xig
igk = 1. If group gb ∈ Gi , having more
privileges than ga , becomes hungry, before pi
receives an inform message from every process
in ga , pi sends a cancel message to each of ga .
A process pj in ga will send a delete message
to every process in ga to let them delete the
inform from pi , if pj receives cancel, before it
issues an inform to each of ga . Process pi will
send an inform to every process in gb , on receiving a delete message from pj . A process in ga
will execute ga ’s task, if it receives an inform
from every process in ga , and discards cancel
messages received.
If any process receives a delete message issued by another process which will issue an inform message to every process in the group after a delete message, every process in the group
will receive the delect message before the inform message, due to the FIFO property of a
channel. Thus none will execute the group’s
task. If a process receives an inform from every
other process, it means every other process has
sent the inform before receiving a cancel. Thus,
none of them will send a delete message. Consequently, every process in the group will receive
an inform messages from all others, and executes the group’s task. Therefore consistency
of the group is ensured.
6. Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented a generalization of the resource allocation problem and
a solution to the generalized problem.
Recently, opportunities for groups of people or agents to work together on a computer
network are increasing. The demand for applications that support such works is growing
now and in the near future. The problem of
distributed resource allocation among process
groups can be considered as a building block
for such applications.
Comparing with our previous work, we removed the restriction that no more than one
group may share a common process, so that
the new solution could be used by more applications.
Some future works are summarized as fol-
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lows:
1. For a given set of processes, how to partition the processes into groups is an interesting problem and needs to be further
studied.
2. The time complexity of our solution needs
to be analyzed.
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Appendix
The formal description of the algorithm
Every process pi holds the following variables.
l
• A boolean variable xig
igk for each gk , gl ∈ Gi
(gk = gl ) is an element of the array A|Gi | ,
where Gi ⊆ G is the set of groups to which
pi belongs.
l
• A boolean variable xjg
igk for each gk ∈
Gi , pj ∈ Neig i , gl ∈ Gj , where Neig i is the
set of processes, each of which competes for
some resource with pi .
• A boolean variable yij for each pj ∈ Neig i
to represent whether pi holds the fork competed for by pi and pj .
• A boolean variable zij for each pj ∈ N eigi
to represent whether pi has postponed to
response to a pj ’s request for the fork competed for by pi and pj . Initially zij = false
• A boolean variable hungry i is to represent
whether pi requires resources or not. Initially, hungry i = false;
• A boolean variable informed higk for each
ph ∈ gk s.t. gk ∈ Gi to represent whether
pi has received an inform message from ph .
h
= false;
Initially, informedig
k
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• A boolean variable inform igk to represent
whether pi has sent inform messages to
all processes in gk . Initially, inform igk =
false;
jgl
l
The initial values of variables xig
igk , xigk , and
yij are described in Section 3.1.
The types of messages used in the algorithm are
as follows:
• request: sent from pi to pj , which compete
for some resources with pi , to ask for the
fork.
• fork : sent from pi to pj , which compete for
some resources with pi , on pj ’s request.
• turn: sent from pi to pj , which compete
for some resources with pi , right after pi
ﬁnishes using the resources.
• inform: sent from a process pi ∈ gh to every pj ∈ gh to let them know all resources
required by pi have been acquired.
Every process pi executes the following algorithm.
When pi makes transition from thinking to hungry
begin
hungry i := true ;
if yij = true for all pj ∈ Neig i then
h
= true
if ∃gk ∈ Gi , ∀ph ∈ gk , informed ig
k
then
Access()
else if ∃gk ,
l
∀pj ∈ Neig i , ∀gl ∈ Gj , xjg
igk = true
begin
send inform to all ph ∈ gk ;
inform igk := true
end
else send request to every pj ∈ Neig i , such
that yij =false
end .
On receiving a request message from pj ∈ Neig i ,
begin
if not hungry i
l
or not ∃gk ∈ Gi , ∀gl ∈ Gj , s.t. xjg
igk = true
then
begin
yij := false ;
send fork to pj ;
if hungry i then
send request to pj
end
else
zij := true
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end .
On receiving a fork message from pj ∈ Neig i ,
begin
yij := true ;

if yij = true for all pj  ∈ Neig i then
h
if ∃gk ∈ Gi , ∀ph ∈ gk , informed ig
= true
k
then
Access()
else if
l
∃gk , ∀pj ∈ Neig i , ∀gl ∈ Gj , xjg
igk = true
begin
send inform to all ph ∈ gk ;
inform igk := true
end
end .
On receiving an inform message from pj ∈ gk ∈
Gi
begin
informed higk = true;
h
= true
if (∃gk ∈ Gi , ∀ph ∈ gk informed ig
k
j
and ∀pj ∈ Neig i , yi = true) then
Access()
end .
On receiving a turn(gl ) message from pj ∈
Neig i ,
begin
l
∀gk ∈ Gi , xjg
igk := true ;
l
if (∃gk , ∀pj ∈ Neig i , ∀gl ∈ Gj , xjg
igk = true
j
and ∀pj ∈ Neig i , yi = true) then
begin
send inform to all ph ∈ gk ;
inform igk := true
end
end .
Access(){
repeat
begin
if (inform igk = false) then
begin
send inform to all ph ∈ gk ;
inform igk := true
end
Access shared resources;
for all gl ∈ Gi s.t. gl = gk do
igk
l
xig
igk := false; xigl := true;
for all pk ∈ Neig i , gl ∈ Gk do
l
if xkg
igk := true then
kgl
xigk := false;
for all pk ∈ Neig i , send turn(gk ) to pk ;
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h
∀ph ∈ gk , informed ig
:= false
k
end
h
until ∀gk ∈ Gi , ∃ph ∈ gk , informed ig
 = false
k
hungry i := false ;
if zij = true then
begin
zij := false ;
yij := false ;
send fork to pj
end
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